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A B S T R A C T   

Objectives: Programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) is the only approved predictive biomarker for immunotherapy in 
non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). However, predictive PD-L1 immunohistochemistry is subject to interob-
server variability. We hypothesized that a pathologist’s personality influences the interobserver variability and 
diagnostic accuracy of PD-L1 immunoscoring. 
Materials and Methods: Seventeen pathologists performed PD-L1 immunoscoring on 50 resected NSCLC tumors in 
three categories (<1%;1–49%;≥50%). Also, the pathologists completed a certified personality test (NEO-PI-r), 
assessing five personality traits: neuroticism, extraversion, openness, altruism and conscientiousness. 
Results: The overall agreement among pathologists for a series of 47 tumors was substantial (kappa = 0.63). Of 
these, 23/47 (49%) tumors were entirely negative or largely positive, resulting in a kappa value of 0.93. The 
remaining 24/47 (51%) tumors had a PD-L1 score around the cutoff value, generating a kappa value of 0.32. 
Pathologists with high scores for conscientiousness (careful, diligent) had the least interobserver variability (r =
0.6, p = 0.009). Also, they showed a trend towards higher sensitivity (74% vs. 68%, p = 0.4), specificity (86% vs. 
82%, p = 0.3) and percent agreement (83% vs. 79%, p = 0.3), although not significant. In contrast, pathologists 
with high scores for neuroticism (sensitive, anxious) had significantly lower specificity (80% vs. 87%, p = 0.03) 
and percent agreement (78% vs. 85%, p = 0.03). Also, a trend towards high interobserver variability (r = -0.3, p 
= 0.2) and lower sensitivity (68% vs. 74%, p = 0.3) was observed, although not significant. 
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Pathologists with relatively high scores for conscientiousness scored fewer tumors PD-L1 positive at the ≥ 1% 
cut-off (r = − 0.5, p = 0.03). In contrast, pathologists with relatively high scores for neuroticism score more 
tumors PD-L1 positive at ≥ 1% (r = 0.6, p = 0.017) and ≥ 50% cut-offs (r = 0.6, p = 0.009). 
Conclusions: This study is the first to demonstrate the impact of a pathologist’s personality on the interobserver 
variability and diagnostic accuracy of immunostaining, in the context of PD-L1 in NSCLC. Larger studies are 
needed for validation of these findings.   

1. Introduction 

The science of mobilizing the immune system to attack tumor cells, 
known as immunotherapy, has revolutionized cancer treatment. [1] In 
advanced non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) immunotherapy aimed at 
the interaction of tumor cells expressing programmed death-ligand 1 
(PD-L1) and T-cell PD1 receptor has achieved spectacular clinical re-
sponses and has led to the expansion of the use of immunotherapy to 
benefit more patients. [2] Therefore, biomarkers which are capable to 
reliably predict the response to therapy are becoming increasingly 
important. 

In NSCLC, a predictive biomarker for PD-L1 targeting immuno-
therapy is the expression of PD-L1 on tumor cells. [3] Up to date, PD-L1 
expression is the only approved biomarker for treatment with pem-
brolizumab. [4] The assessment of PD-L1 expression is performed by 
using immunohistochemistry, and in NSCLC is scored as the percentage 
of PD-L1 expressing tumor cells out of all tumor cells in the sample. [4] 
NSCLC patients are stratified for immunotherapy either at a threshold of 
≥ 1% PD-L1 positive tumor cells (in combination with chemotherapy) 
or ≥ 50% PD-L1 positive tumor cells (as monotherapy). [5–7] Patients 
with NSCLC tumors expressing <1% PD-L1 were until recently denied 
immunotherapy, but following the Keynote-189 trial, even PD-L1 
negative patients were shown to benefit from combination chemo-
therapy/immunotherapy. [8]. 

As is the case in any laboratory test, PD-L1 immunohistochemistry 
has shown inter-assay and inter-laboratory variation in test interpreta-
tion. [9–11] Also, the protocol of estimating a percentage of PD-L1 
expressing tumor cells by a pathologist inevitably results in variability 
among pathologists (i.e. interobserver variability). [12] Inter- and 
intraobserver variability remains a tenacious problem for the reliability 
and reproducibility of PD-L1 immunoscoring, as it may ultimately result 
in inconsistent patient selection for immunotherapy. [13] Measures to 
decrease interobserver variability have been implemented, such as 
mandatory training for the interpretation of PD-L1 staining. [14] As a 
correlation between personality and decision making has been recog-
nized in many different settings, [15] we hypothesized that a patholo-
gist’s personality may influence their PD-L1 scoring profile, most likely 
in tumors around the 1% or 50% cutoff for PD-L1 positivity. Therefore, 
the objective of the present study was to investigate the impact of a 
pathologists’ personality on the interobserver variability and diagnostic 
accuracy of PD-L1 immunoscoring in NSCLC. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Study design 

Seventeen pathologists who were trained and certified in PD-L1 
immunoscoring and score PD-L1 on a daily basis in routine clinical 
practice, were asked to participate in the study. The pathologists were 
employed at teaching hospitals (n = 11) and community hospitals (n =
6) in the Netherlands (n = 16) and Germany (n = 1). 

Participating pathologists were asked to score PD-L1 immunohisto-
chemistry in 50 NSCLC tumors. For that purpose, a tissue microarray 
(TMA) was used, as described in a previously published study. [13]. 

Simultaneously with scoring the TMA, pathologists were asked to 
complete an accredited personality test (NEO-PI-r test) and to score the 
enjoyment they experienced in PD-L1 scoring (scale 0–10). 

2.2. Case selection and TMA construction and PD-L1 
immunohistochemistry 

Histopathologically confirmed resected NSCLC samples were 
collected from the archives of the University Medical Center Groningen, 
the Netherlands. Tumors from 50 formalin-fixed and paraffin embedded 
(PPFE) tissue blocks were included in the TMA, each tumor represented 
by three 0.6 mm cores. One 3 µm thick FFPE section was stained using 
hematoxylin and eosin (HE) stain and one 3 µm thick section was used 
for PD-L1 immunohistochemistry. 

Immunohistochemistry for PD-L1 was performed, using the mono-
clonal antibody 22C3 (Dako) as a validated laboratory-developed test 
(LDT) on a single tissue slide of the TMA. The HE stained slide and PD-L1 
immunohistochemistry were digitized and uploaded using Philips 
PathXL software (PathXL, Ireland). The pathologists had access to the 
digitalized TMA slides using the corresponding software. 

2.3. Scoring protocol PD-L1 

The percentage of tumor cells with any linear membranous staining 
at any intensity was reported following the interpretation instruction of 
the 22C3 Dako pharmDx assay. The percentage of tumor cells expressing 
PD-L1 relative to all tumor cells contained in three cores per tumor was 
estimated. Scores were assigned in three categories: <1% PD-L1 
expressing tumor cells (negative), 1–49% PD-L1 expressing tumor cells 
(intermediate) and ≥ 50% PD-L1 expressing tumor cells (high). The 
minimal cell count required for the PD-L1 score was 100 tumor cells, in 
agreement with the commercial package insert. 

2.4. Personality test 

The NEO-PI-r Big Five personality test, consisting of 240 multiple 
choice questions, was distributed to all pathologists. [16] For every 
question the pathologists had five answer options: ‘totally disagree’, 
‘disagree’, ‘neutral’, ‘agree’ or ‘totally agree’. 

The 240 questions scored five personality domains: Neuroticism, 
Extraversion, Openness, Altruism and Conscientiousness (Table 1), with 
48 questions per domain. Missing answers were regarded as ‘neutral’ 
and questionnaires were considered invalid if >40 questions were 
missing, according to the test’s instructions. 

Pathologists were also asked to score the enjoyment they experience 
while scoring PD-L1 (range 1–10). 

2.5. Outcome measures and statistical analysis 

The interobserver agreement was expressed as Cohen’s kappa, which 
ranges from 0 to 1. A kappa value of 0–0.2 indicates slight agreement (i. 

Table 1 
The Big Five personality domains, which are scored using the NEO-PI-r Big Five 
personality test.  

Personality domain Characteristic low score Characteristic high score 

Neuroticism Resilient, confident Sensitive, anxious 
Extraversion Solitary, reserved Outgoing, energetic 
Openness Consistent, cautious Inventive, curious 
Altruism Challenging, callous Friendly, compassionate 
Conscientiousness Extravagant, careless Systematic, diligent  
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e. close to flipping a coin), 0.2–0.4 fair agreement, 0.4–0.6 moderate 
agreement, 0.6–0.8 substantial agreement and 0.8–1 indicates almost 
perfect agreement, according to the methodology proposed by Landis 
and Koch. [17]. 

The diagnostic accuracy of the pathologists was expressed in sensi-
tivity, specificity and percent agreement, according to a method pro-
posed by Marchevsky et al. [18] To calculate the diagnostic accuracy, a 
majority score for each tumor was determined, which was defined as the 
category (<1%, 1–49% or ≥ 50%) in which the majority of the pa-
thologists score a tumor. 

Pearson’s correlation coefficient, multivariate linear regression, and 
an independent t-test were used for statistical analysis of the normally 
distributed variables in this study. All calculations were performed in 
IBM SPSS Statistics 26. Differences were considered statistically signif-
icant at a p-value of < 0.05. 

3. Results 

3.1. Participating pathologists and data collection 

All 17 pathologists completed the NEO-PI-r personality test, which 
met the criteria for a valid test (Table 2). In total, three (out of 4080) 
questions were left unanswered, by two pathologists. 

PD-L1 immunoscoring was completed by all pathologists. In three 
tumors, the tumor cell count was considered insufficient (〈100) for PD- 
L1 immunoscoring by the majority (≥9). These cases were excluded, 
resulting in the inclusion of 47 tumors for analysis. 

3.2. PD-L1 immunoscores by the pathologists 

Based on the majority score, PD-L1 was negative in 24/47 (51%) 
tumors, intermediate (1–49%) in 11/47 (23%) tumors and high (≥50%) 
in 12/47 (26%) tumors (Fig. 1). 

In 24/47 tumors (51%), the PD-L1 immunoscore was scored differ-
ently by ≥ 2 pathologists, and these were deemed “informative tumors” 
for interobserver variability. In the remaining 23/47 (49%) tumors, 
most (16/17 or 17/17) pathologists rendered an identical PD-L1 score, 
and these are referred to as “non-informative” hereafter. “Non-infor-
mative” tumors were either completely PD-L1 negative or largely 
positive. 

3.3. Overall interobserver variability 

The overall agreement between the pathologists in all tumors (n =
47) was substantial, with a kappa value of 0.63 (95% CI 0.61–0.65). In 
the “informative tumors” (n = 24) the interobserver agreement was fair, 
with a kappa value of 0.32 (95% CI 0.29–0.35) and in the “non-infor-
mative” tumors (n = 23) excellent, with a kappa value of 0.93 (95% CI 
0.90–0.97). 

3.4. Conscientious pathologists have the least interobserver variability 

Between each pair of pathologists, the kappa value was calculated 
from the scores of the “informative tumors” (n = 24), resulting in 16 
kappa values per pathologist. The mean kappa value per pathologist was 

calculated from the 16 kappa values. 
A high score for conscientiousness correlated with higher mean 

kappa values of the pathologists (i.e. higher interobserver agreement), r 
= 0.61, p = 0.009 (Fig. 2). In contrast, higher scores for neuroticism 
showed a trend towards lower mean kappa values (i.e. lower interob-
server agreement), although not statistically significant (r = -0.35, p =
0.17). For other personality traits no correlation with kappa values was 
found. 

3.5. Diagnostic accuracy is highest in more conscientious pathologists 

The diagnostic accuracy in informative tumors (n = 24) was highest 
in pathologists who have a higher than average score for conscien-
tiousness (n = 8) and in pathologists with a lower than average score for 
neuroticism (n = 9) (Table 3). Despite the observed trend for differences 
in diagnostic accuracy between pathologists, few outcomes were sta-
tistically significant: the specificity and percent agreement of patholo-
gists with high scores for neuroticism was significantly lower than that 
of pathologists with low scores for neuroticism (independent of the PD- 
L1 scoring category: sensitivity 74% ±11 vs. 68% ±15, p = 0.3; speci-
ficity 87% ±5 vs. 80% ±7, p = 0.03; percent agreement 85 ± 6 vs. 78% 
±9, p = 0.03). 

Abbreviations: SENS = Sensitivity, SPEC = Specificity, PA = Percent 
Agreement and SD = Standard Deviation. 

3.6. More PD-L1 positive tumors in pathologists with high neuroticism 
scores 

A positive correlation was found between the score of neuroticism 
and the number of PD-L1 positive tumors, for both the cut-off value of ≥
1% (r = 0.6, p = 0.017) and ≥ 50% PD-L1 positive tumors (r = 0.6, p =
0.009) (Fig. 3). Thus, pathologists with high scores for neuroticism 
scored more tumors PD-L1 positive. Conversely, a negative correlation 
was found between the number of PD-L1 positive tumors and the score 
of conscientiousness, statistically significant at the cut-off value of ≥ 1% 
PD-L1 positive tumor cells (r = − 0.5, p = 0.03), but not significant at 
the ≥ 50% cut-off value (r = − 0.4, p = 0.1). Thus, pathologists with high 
scores for conscientiousness seem to score fewer tumors PD-L1 positive. 
The remaining personality traits were not correlated to the number of 
PD-L1 positive tumors. 

Including the variables neuroticism, extraversion, openness, 
altruism, conscientiousness, enjoyment of scoring and age in a multi-
variate linear regression model, neuroticism remained significantly 
correlated to the number of PD-L1 positive tumors at both cut-off values. 

3.7. Scores for neuroticism and conscientiousness are correlated 

Pathologists with high scores for neuroticism have significantly 

Table 2 
Basic characteristics of participating pathologists.  

Total (n) 17 
Female (n) 7 
Median Age (y) 49 (34–68) 
Median Joy in immunoscoring (1–10) 6.6 (3–9)  

Teaching hospital (n) 11 
Community hospital (n) 6  

Fig. 1. The distribution of “informative tumors” (n = 24) and “non-informative 
tumors” (n = 23) over the three PD-L1 scoring categories (<1%, 1–49% and 
≥ 50%). 
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lower scores for conscientiousness (r = -0.7, p = 0.002). In addition, 
pathologists with high scores for extraversion also had high scores for 
openness (r = 0.68, p = 0.003). For the other personality domains, no 
correlations were found. The enjoyment of immunoscoring for PD-L1 or 
the pathologist’s age were not correlated to the personality traits, 
interobserver variability, or diagnostic accuracy (Supplementary 
Table 3). 

4. Discussion 

This study demonstrated that a pathologist’s personality is related to 
the interobserver variability, diagnostic accuracy and tendency of PD-L1 
scoring in NSCLC. The least interobserver variability and the highest 
diagnostic accuracy, two important diagnostic features in pathology, 
were observed in pathologists who have high scores for conscientious-
ness. In contrast, more interobserver variability and lower diagnostic 
accuracy were observed in pathologists who have high scores for 
neuroticism. In addition, pathologists with high scores for conscien-
tiousness assign fewer tumors as PD-L1 positive, while pathologists who 
have high scores for neuroticism assign more tumors as PD-L1 positive. 

No literature, to our knowledge, is available about personality 
assessment and the performance of pathologists. However, in other 
fields of medicine some research on personality styles and medical de-
cision making has been performed. In a Chinese study, elderly patients 

with acute myeloid leukemia (AML) were more likely to receive rela-
tively intensive chemotherapy by attending physicians with high scores 
of conscientiousness or extraversion. [19] Also in elderly AML patients, 
French hematologists who have a relative aversion towards risk tend to 
choose more intensive chemotherapy. [20] A retrospective study at an 
intensive care and high dependency unit found that end-of-life decisions 
are more frequently made by medical or surgical consultants who score 
more towards a ‘judging’ (i.e. structured/decided) than a ‘perceiving’ (i. 
e. flexible/adaptable) personality. [21] A systematic review conducted 
in 2020 sought to include studies in which the personality of surgeons 
was assessed, and found two studies reporting on perioperative decision 
making and/or postoperative outcomes. [22] High scores for conscien-
tiousness and openness affected decision making with respect to the 
choice between making an anastomosis or a stoma. [23] In a real-life 
setting, surgeons with high levels of ‘constructive’ and ‘passive/defen-
sive’ personality styles had fewer adverse events in bariatric surgery 
than surgeons with other styles. [24] Lastly, a review from 2016 
covering a wide range of medical professionals and different settings of 
decision making, found that some cognitive biases (i.e. the processing of 
observations in an irrational way or having a ‘subjective reality’) are 
associated with diagnostic inaccuracies, and ‘therapeutic and manage-
ment errors’: anchoring-, availability-, confirmation-, information-, 
overconfidence-, premature closure- and representativeness bias. [25] 
All abovementioned studies have in common with our results that 

Fig. 2. Correlation between the NEO-PI-r score for conscientiousness (left) and neuroticism (right) and the mean kappa value per pathologist.  

Table 3 
The diagnostic accuracy of pathologists (n = 17) who score below or above the median value for neuroticism and conscientiousness. The analysis was performed in the 
“informative tumors” (n = 24).  

Diagnostic Accuracy Conscientiousness Neuroticism 

Below average (n = 9) Above average (n = 8) p-value Below average (n = 9) Above average (n = 8) p-value 

<1%  
SENS 64% ±27 81% ±12  0.12 83% ±10 60% ±27  0.026 
SPEC 85% ±13 81% ±17  0.58 82% ±12 84% ±17  0.85 
PA 76% ±10 80% ±10  0.42 83% ±7 73% ±10  0.044  

1–49%  
SENS 73% ±14 75% ±22  0.81 75% ±19 73% ±17  0.77 
SPEC 66% ±19 79% ±15  0.15 81% ±15 62% ±17  0.03 
PA 69% ±15 77% ±11  0.23 79% ±10 66% ±14  0.05  

≥50%  
SENS 67% ±32 66% ±32  0.95 63% ±32 70 ± 31  0.66 
SPEC 96% ±6 97% ±6  0.67 98% ±4 94% ±7  0.23 
PA 91 ± 4 92% ±5  0.67 93% ±4 91% ±6  0.34  

All categories  
SENS 68% ±15 74% ±11  0.38 74% ±11 68% ±15  0.34 
SPEC 82% ±7 86% ±6  0.28 87% ±5 80% ±7  0.025 
PA 79% ±9 83% ±7  0.27 85% ±6 78% ±9  0.03  
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personality styles indeed affect medical decision making. And more 
specifically, a conscientious/judging/constructive personality style was 
identified to affect medical decision making in multiple studies in a 
similar pattern as in our study: consistent decision making. 

High scores for conscientiousness are related to characteristics such 
as being disciplined, systematic, diligent and well-organized. [26] In-
dividuals who have high scores for conscientiousness tend to make more 
weighted decisions. [27] Moreover, multiple psychological studies have 
shown the relation between high scores of conscientiousness and a 
rational decision making style. [28–30] In particular, a large study by 
Weller et al. found that high scores for conscientiousness in 804 par-
ticipants from an Italian community, are associated with improved de-
cision making competence, which is a measure to quantify rational 
decision making. [31] This might be explained by a maximizing decision 
making style in individuals with high conscientiousness, which aims to 
make the most optimal decision after careful evaluation of all alterna-
tives. [32] In the context of immunoscoring for PD-L1, the properties 
associated with conscientiousness clarify the results of our study. Pa-
thologists who have high scores for conscientiousness possibly have a 
more diligent and systematic approach for scoring PD-L1, and therefore 
are more likely to score in similar categories, also resulting in a higher 
diagnostic accuracy. The diagnostic accuracy of PD-L1 scoring in this 
study is based on the majority score of all pathologists. The favorable 
diagnostic accuracy in pathologists who have higher scores for consci-
entiousness reflects the agreeableness among all the pathologists 
participating in this study. 

Neuroticism, in contrast, is associated with a less rational style of 
decision making. [15,30] A study by Denburg et al., associated neurotic 
personality traits with poor decision making in older adults (≥65 years) 
from a random population, possibly due to the influence of strong 
emotions on cognitive performance. [33] Individuals with high scores 
for neuroticism tend to be more impulsive and anxious. In our study, 
tumors were scored in higher PD-L1 categories by pathologists with 
higher scores for neuroticism, while the diagnostic accuracy was lower. 

Hypothetically, a pathologist with higher scores for neuroticism might 
not be comfortable withholding immunotherapy in patients with a 
tumor around the threshold of PD-L1 positivity. However, it is difficult 
to separate the influence of neuroticism and conscientiousness on PD-L1 
immunoscoring, as these two are known to be negatively correlated 
[34], which was also found in this study (supplementary material). This 
issue may be elucidated in larger future studies using other decision- 
making assessment tools. 

Extraversion, openness and agreeableness were described to be 
associated with minimizing, maximizing, and satisfying decision making 
styles, [32] but were not associated with PD-L1 scoring in this study. No 
correlation was observed between age and joy of immunoscoring on one 
hand, and personality traits, interobserver variability or diagnostic ac-
curacy on the other. One might expect that more joyful pathologists put 
more effort into scoring for PD-L1, but this is ultimately not related to 
personality style and the reliability of immunoscoring. 

The participating pathologists in this study had an overall interob-
server variability (kappa 0.63), independent of personality traits, which 
is comparable with results available in the literature. Three studies re-
ported overall kappa values between 0.58 and 0.77, using different 
numbers of scoring categories and observers. [9,12,35] The largest 
validation study to date found interobserver kappa values among 18 
pathologists ranging from 0.6 to 0.9 in 81 NSCLC tumors. [36] To the 
best of our knowledge, this current study is the first to evaluate PD-L1 
immunoscoring using sensitivity and specificity as proposed by Mar-
chevsky and colleagues. [18]. 

Immunotherapy is being applied in an increasingly wide range of 
NSCLC patients; based on recent clinical trials, nearly all patients are 
eligible for immunotherapy irrespective of PD-L1 status, in combination 
with chemotherapy or as monotherapy. [37–39] Nonetheless, reliable 
and consistent PD-L1 immunoscoring remains valuable as predictive 
biomarker for clinical response to immunotherapy (although not deci-
sive for its application) and for the fundamental scientific understanding 
of immunotherapy efficacy. The results of this study indicate that the 

Fig. 3. Correlation between the NEO-PI-r score of neuroticism and the number of patients eligible for immunotherapy at a cut-off of ≥ 1% (top left) and ≥ 50%. (top 
right), and the correlation between the NEO-PI-r score of conscientiousness and the number of patients eligible for immunotherapy at a cut-off of ≥ 1% (bottom left) 
and ≥ 50% (bottom right). 
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general diagnostic accuracy and diagnostic style might also be affected 
by the personality style of pathologists. Therefore, the results of this 
study can serve as a starting point for further, broader studies on this 
topic. 

TMAs are used in surgical pathology research as surrogates for 
resection specimens, and it has been previously described that PD-L1 
immunoscores assessed in TMAs might not be representative for the 
whole resection [40,41]. However, this does not seem to affect our re-
sults, as no correlation with clinical outcomes was made and all pa-
thologists assessed the same TMA section. A further limitation of our 
study is the relatively small sample size of pathologists for correlation 
with personality characteristics. It cannot be ruled out that other per-
sonality traits might affect the interobserver variability and diagnostic 
accuracy in a larger sample size. Also, selected tumors for the study 
consisted of a relatively higher number of PD-L1 negative tumors than 
reported in the literature [42]. Uniformly negative tumors provide little 
information about the scoring behavior of pathologists, as demonstrated 
in our study. In addition, the inclusion of five personality traits to 
investigate the correlation with PD-L1 immunoscores may lead to a 
degree of multiple testing bias. Finally, the most relevant outcomes in 
predictive testing are patient response to therapy and quality of life, 
both of which are not investigated in this study. 

The results of our study may suggest that tumors with a PD-L1 value 
around the cut-off for positivity should be examined independently by 
two pathologists, and should be discussed if discordant. In reality, few 
centers will select or screen their pathologists for personality style. 
However, a pathologist who scores a tumor around the cut-off value of 
PD-L1, should be aware of his or her intrinsic motivation and argu-
mentation for the final decision. Our study is the first on this topic in 
pathology, but it is likely that once validated, personality traits may also 
prove to have influence in other fields of pathology. 

5. Conclusions 

This study is the first to investigate the impact of a pathologist’s 
personality style on interobserver variability, diagnostic accuracy and 
trend of immunoscoring for PD-L1. This topic has been left largely un-
touched in the medical literature so far and may serve as a starting point 
for similar studies in various fields of diagnostic or predictive testing 
performed by humans. 

NSCLC tumors demonstrate PD-L1 expression around the clinically/ 
scientific relevant thresholds in approximately 50% of the tumors, 
resulting in inconsistent immunoscores among pathologists. Personality 
styles of pathologists influence how these tumors are ultimately scored, 
and this may affect the predictive value of the clinical response to PD-L1 
immunoscoring for immunotherapy in NSCLC, both in clinical practice 
and in research. 
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